
Shape Security Fights Attacker Retooling
Shape Security protects organizations from modern day cyberattackers. We do not sell boxes or people, 
we simply deliver an outcome: only good, clean traffic can access our customers’ online services. 
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Modern cyber-attackers use sophisticated automated tools to perpetrate fraud, steal intellectual property, and 
create fake transactions every day. Fighting these attackers is a never-ending job because attackers always 
retool to get around each new defense. Our goal is to provide only clean, human traffic (the diurnal green waves 
in the graph below). Shape never adds user friction with CAPTCHAs or multi-factor authentication.
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US Market
60% 

of the Airline 
Industry

40% 
of the Consumer 
Banking Industry

30% 
of the Auto 
Insurance 
Industry

30% 
 of the Hotel 

Industry

Global Market
5 of the Top 10 
Global Airlines

2 of the Top 5 
Global Hotel Chains

1 of the Top 3 
Global eCommerce 

Companies

2 of the Top 4 
Mobile Social 

Networks

People 400 Million 
banking and credit 

card accounts

350 million 
frequent flyer and hotel 

loyalty accounts

100 Million 
ecommerce/mcommerce 

accounts

The largest brands in the world trust Shape Security, and we use one billion of their transactions every day to 
train our machine learning models to create a collective defense for all Shape customers. 
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GET INVOLVED WITH THE COLLECTIVE DEFENSE AT SHAPE SECURITY

If you are ready to see how Shape Security can eliminate your fraud, reduce your traffic footprint, clarify your marketing 
metrics, and consolidate your security levels, schedule a demonstration or contact a Shape Security representative.

shapesecurity.com | sales@shapesecurity.com | +1 (650)-399-0400


